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IT industry has reached at the peak, with greater demand of software. There is a more supply of IT
services leading in growth of IT sector. Software development is an extension of computer
programming, which is also known as software designing, application development, designing
software, software application development or platform development. There are many organizations
that are dealing with outsource software development and offshore software development.Software
testing for any offshore software development company guarantees, true development without any
bug or error, there are many benefits regarding software development and software testing
outsourcing and off shoring.

Benefits of Software Testing to the Offshore Software Development Company-

- It makes the software feasible for use

- Successful testing helps in finding all the hidden bugs and errors

- It checks that all the units of the software are working perfectly

- Software testing is the 7th step in a software development life cycle

- Helps software developers achieve objective of providing error free software

There are also few tips (software testing tips), which helps in being successful offshore software
firm-

- Creating test procedure: A test procedure must be crated including, the different combinations,
what should be the outcome; what should be tested and the testing should give the same results as
per the write up

- Creating data requirement: If the product is used by the offshore software development
organization, then the database is loaded with some typical data for the test

- Tests using different circumstances: Product developed by offshore software Development firm
tends to work differently in different circumstances. It is important to determine all the different
situations for products and try testing it for each of them

- Assigning Duties: Testing of different features should be assigned to different testers as the way
different software developers deal with different aspects of the software development

- Scheduling the software testing: the software should be designed so that it should have enough
scope for repetitive testing. It should be cleared before the other software testing is developed by
the software developers

- Arrange all the Materials required: Materials include list of all the errors that should be found,
completely functional computer system, test procedures and scenarios etc. These are the materials
required while discussing the test outcome with the clients.

- Testing Afresh: After the bugs and errors are detected in the software and are corrected it should
be tested again from the beginning
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These are the essentials that are required for successful software off shoring firm.
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